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Terms of OUTLET 
 

§ 1. GENERAL TERMS 

1. Organizer of OUTLET (so called: „Outlet”) is STRIMA Sp. z o.o in Swadzim, ul. Poznańska 54, 62-080 Tarnowo Podgórne, 
KRS 0000064216 (so called „Organiser“).  

2. Outlet is organized in headquarters’ Organizer and at www.strima.com that belongs to the Organiser.  

3. Outlet applies to products for which information is communicated on the website of the Organiser. The promotion lasts 
until Products from Outlet run out.  

4. Outlet involves the sale of products under the conditions specified in this Regulations.  

5. The number of devices is limited. 

 

§ 2. CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION IN THE OUTLET 

1. Net prices EXW Swadzim, Poland. Sales with invoice or receipt. For sales in Poland are added 23% VAT, export 0% VAT 
(provided with confirmed number of European VAT), or 23% VAT.  

2. Order of goods from the outlet is equivalent of placing a concrete order for the product offered.  

3. Goods of the outlet can be viewed at the headquarter of Strima Sp. o.o., in Swadzim, Poland.  

4. Goods that participate in this outlet can be obtain also in our central: Strima Sp. o.o. Swadzim, ul. Poznańska 54 62-080 
Tarnowo Podgórne, Poland with the possibility to send to any address, at the expense of the buyer.  

5. Method of payment: cash, bank transfer before the receipt or payment card. In the case of international transfer, Buyer 
covers the costs of the bank transfer (customers outside the EEA, please select the option "OUR" in the transfer, ie. The 
buyer pays all transfer costs).  

6. The products offered in the outlet are available until they run out or the Orginser cancels the outlet.  

7. Products offered in the Outlet have warranty. Service provided in Strima headquater (Swadzim, Poland).  

8. Products in outlet cannot be combined with other promotions.  

9. Products will not be reserved without a contract.  

10. The payment for the Products takes place before the pick-up and shipment orders.  

 

§ 3. RETURNS AND COMPLAINTS OF PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS 

1. Products purchased under this outlet are not refundable.  

 

§ 4. FINAL PROVISIONS 

1. In matters not regulated by the relevant provisions of the Civil Code. Any disputes arising from the enforcement of the 
obligations of this Outlet will be settled by the court competent for the seat of the Organizer.  

2. These Terms does not constitute a standard contract within the meaning of art. 384 §1 of the Civil Code. It sets out the 
principles of action and additional permissions Participants not associated with the concluded contracts of sale.  

3. A participant can not rely on the ignorance of these Regulations, if taken or participated in the outlet.  

4. Participation in this outlet is tantamount to acceptance Regulations outlet.  

5. Strima Sp. o.o. is entitled to change the Rules of this Outlet and its exclusive interpretation. Any decision Strima Sp. o.o. 
They are final and binding.  

6. The Rules of this outlet are defined exclusively in these Regulations. All advertising and promotional materials relating to 
this outlet is for informational purposes only.  

7. The organizer reserves the right to change the Regulations or the conditions of this outlet, if it is justified by the objective 
of the Promotion. The organizer also reserves the right to suspend the outlet in the event of important reasons on the 
side of the Organizer. Changes in the Regulations do not violate the rights acquired by the outlet before making changes.  

8. The organizer reserves the right to cancel the Outlet for any reason. 


